A preliminary investigation into the evaluation of possession-based small-sided games and the influence of decision-making ability in identifying talented pre-pubertal soccer players
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Introduction: The aims of this study were 1) to assess if talented players can be identified within possession-based small-sided games (SSG), and 2) to determine if, decision making, physical, and time-motion characteristics correlated to success in a possession-based SSG.

Methods: Eight, highly-trained U10 soccer players (Mean ± SD; age: 10.3 ± 0.2 years; stature: 1.41 ± 0.04 m; body mass: 35.2 ± 3.3 kg) participated in this study. Six 4 vs 4 possession based SSG’s were played. Time-motion characteristics were measured using micromechanical devices (MEMS). Countermovement jump, 10m and 30m speed tests were conducted. Participants were presented with 28 video clips of 5 versus 5 match-play sequences to assess decision-making ability.

Results: The main finding of this study was a large significant relationship between Game Technical Scoring Chart (GTSC) and Total Points (TP) (r = 0.784, P < 0.05). There were no significant correlations between the decision-making test and GTSC and TP. A significant and largely inverse correlation between decision-making and countermovement jump (r = -0.737, P < 0.05) was observed.

Conclusions: Our results demonstrate that the more talented players were also the most successful players in the possession based SSG. The players’ decision-making ability, however, did not influence their success in the SSG.
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Introduction

Traditional research in talent identification tends to utilise a cross-sectional approach to predict success in adult competition, by measuring current performance of youth players on a combination of physiological, anthropometric and technical abilities independently of one another to predict adult performance. This approach is problematic as it does not represent real-world tasks indicative of soccer competition. Determinants of successful soccer performances are wide-ranging and complex, with the distinguishing factors that produce elite soccer players being multi-factorial. The predictive value of a cross-sectional approach in team sports is diminished as excellence in team sports is not achieved with a standard set of skills or physical attributes; it can be achieved through an individual or unique way using a combination of skills and physical attributes. This compensation phenomenon suggests that deficiencies in one area may be compensated by strengths in other areas.

Creating a model for talent identification within soccer is difficult and an interconnected, multidimensional approach that utilises real-world tasks will likely increase the efficacy of a talent identification model. Small-sided games (SSG’s) could play a crucial role in future talent identification models, as SSG’s primary benefits are that they replicate movement demands (i.e. physical intensity, tactical awareness and technical demands) of competitive match play but more frequently than is encountered in an 11-a-side match. Recent literature has attempted to use SSG’s to identify talented soccer players at a post-pubertal age and pre-pubertal age. Both papers employed a 4 vs 4 SSG model in an attempt to identify the most talented players, with results suggesting that it is possible to identify the most talented player, according to a coach’s subjective score, by examining which player won the most amount of games. Consequently, an SSG model for objective talent identification may be an ecologically valid and novel means in which players can demonstrate their ability, leading to the identification of talented players.

Team performances and the match result do not necessarily correlate, as a team can play poorly and win and vice versa. A popular performance indicator in soccer is possession of the ball, with research suggesting a correlation between the ability to retain possession for long periods of match-play and success. Indeed, there are significantly more shots per possession within longer possession sequences than short possession sequences in successful teams with evidence suggesting that a goal is scored every 10 shots. Given the association between ball possession and success, the expectation is that the more talented players retain possession more frequently and link more effectively with team-mates for longer periods of time. Overall, there is a paucity of research regarding ball possession within youth soccer, particularly with regards to talent identification, with most of the literature focusing on elite senior soccer match-play. As ball possession is highly associated with successful performance in adult soccer, it is unusual that there is a lack of evidence with respect to the physical and technical requirements of youth soccer players during possession based SSG’s.

Skilled perception is an important determinant of soccer expertise, as players are constantly confronted with a complex and rapidly changing environment, in which they need to make rapid decisions and enact these, with the intention to gain or maintain possession. Players must pick up information from the ball, team-mates, and opposition before deciding on the most appropriate response. It is well documented that expert soccer players demonstrate superiority over less skilled players in their ability to anticipate and make decisions during match-play. In comparison to a traditional fitness testing approach (i.e. sprint, jump and agility testing), possession-based SSG’s mimic match-play more closely as there is a greater cognitive element as well as a physical and technical element to the practice. Furthermore, coaches can employ rule modifications within SSGs, thus manipulating the context and increasing SSG intensity and the perception of effort that is likely to be a result of increased cognitive load required of players. Therefore, the use of possession based SSG’s and the influence of decision-making ability within pre-pubertal highly trained soccer players may be a viable alternative for talent identification.

The use of decision-making testing protocols to discriminate between levels of soccer players is not a new concept. Roca et al. reported that highly skilled players were more accurate in their anticipation and decision-making judgements compared to low skilled players. Indeed, international and national soccer players outperformed regional level soccer players in a football-specific decision-making test. Although all three groups in this study were reasonably well matched in relation to the amount of playing experience, the more elite players outperformed their regional counterparts and at adolescence there appears to be a distinctive difference in decision-making ability between high and low skilled players. Whether, this is applicable for pre-pubertal soccer players is unknown and as such, the appropriateness of such testing requires further investigation. Furthermore, possession-based games represent a real-world task that is indicative of successful soccer performance. Possession-based SSG’s may increase cognitive load and therefore this may be the discriminating factor between successful and unsuccessful performance. Consequently, the aim of this study, was, 1) to assess if talented players can be identified within a possession-based SSG, and 2) to determine if decision making skills, physical attributes, and movement characteristics correlated to success in a possession-based SSG.

Methods

Subjects

Eight highly trained pre-pubertal U10 soccer players (Mean ± SD; age; 10.3 ± 0.2 yrs; stature: 1.41 ± 0.04 m; body mass: 35.2 ± 3.3 kg) were recruited from a category 1 youth soccer academy, in England. Participants were considered physically active based upon a physical activity questionnaire (8 ± 1.3 hours a week) and had 3 sessions of technical and tactical training a week (7 ± 0.5 hours a week) with one competitive match a week. Players had trained at the club for a minimum of 1 full season prior to the start of this study (2 ± 0.2 yrs) and were training for 45 weeks a year. This amount of systematic training classifies these players as
highly trained when compared to a recreational soccer player. The players consisted of a mixture of positions with 2 midfielders, 4 attackers and 2 defenders. Prior to the start of the study, the academic manager, coaches, players and parents of the players had an opportunity to discuss all aspects of the study with the primary investigator. Written informed consent and written assent was obtained from the parents and players, respectively. Each participant also completed a medical questionnaire and a training diary prior to the commencement of the study. Ethical approval was obtained from a local university ethics committee, which included approval from the academy manager at the respective academy.

Possession SSG protocol

The possession SSG’s were played outdoors on natural turf at the squad’s allocated training time of 18:00, which is the squad’s usual training time, venue and surface. A multi-ball system was applied (i.e. balls were placed around the perimeter of the pitch) so that the game was continuous. No verbal encouragement or feedback was allowed from coaches throughout the session. Only referee decisions, the number of passes in the current possession, and the score was provided during the game. Prior to the initiation of the multiple SSG’s, video-based match analysis of 4 competitive matches preceding this study, was conducted with the players. The average number of consecutive passes leading up to a goal scored was three, from a sample of 25 goals scored across four matches. Therefore, three consecutive passes were chosen as the number of passes to determine a goal (point) within this possession based SSG protocol. To score a goal, a team had to perform 3 consecutive passes without the opposing team touching the ball. If the opposing team intercepted or gained possession, the pass count was reset to zero. Participants were separated into two teams of 4 players. All players participated in a 15-minute standardised warm up prior to starting the possession SSG. Each team played six, 4 vs. 4 matches, which were 5 minutes in duration, with 3 minutes of passive recovery, with pitch dimensions set at 18.3m x 23m, replicating previous research using SSG with U10 players. The players were reorganised into different combinations after each game, so no player played with the same three team-mates on two occasions.

Game technical scoring chart (GTSC) and total points (TP) protocol

During each individual game of the 4 vs 4 SSG protocol, each player was awarded points (TP) for the outcome of each match, 4 points for a win, 2 points for a draw and 0 points for a loss. Players were also awarded one point each for their team scoring (i.e. via 3 connected passes), regardless of result. This points award system closely mimics the structure of points awarded in competitive football, however for the data to maintain an interval level measurement, we had to ensure the spacing between the points was even. The inclusion of providing a point to each player, for each goal that was scored, was to ensure that players were rewarded for maintaining possessions (e.g. continually scoring). Similarly, goal difference in competitive football can be a deciding factor on league position, so competitive football teams look to score as many goals as they can, to give themselves an advantage in final league position.

Two coaches with F.A. qualifications (level 1) technically evaluated the players throughout the games using a game technical scoring chart (GTSC), both coaches had previous experience using the GTSC. The GTSC is a tool that mimics the perception of a coach or scout when they are identifying talented players or making a decision on whether to retain or release a player. All players’ performance was evaluated on 8 football elements, with a score between 0 and 5 being given for each element. Each point described the players’ performance using the following criteria: 1- poor, 2 — below average, 3- average, 4- very good, and 5- excellent. The criteria in the GTSC were: Cover/support, Communication, Decision making, Passing, First touch, Control, One vs. One, and Marking. For example, if a player was perceived by the coach rating them to be a poor passer of the ball during that SSG they would be given a score of 1 in the passing element.

Reliability of GTSC has been previously established in the literature, with an inter-tester reliability of 0.83 and 0.782 for Cronbachs alpha between a highly qualified coach (F.A. B licence) and two research assistants with coaching qualifications (F.A. level 1). Furthermore, construct validity of the GTSC has previously been demonstrated by our research group.

Time motion analysis

To assess players’ physical performance during the SSG’s, micromechanical devices (MEMS) (MinimaxX, S4, Catapult Innovations, Melbourne, Australia) were used. The MEMS contain a 10Hz global positioning satellite (GPS) chip that was used to record time-motion data. Total distance covered (TDC, metres) and high-speed running distance covered (HSRD, metres) were used as measures of locomotor activities. High speed running distance covered was defined as any distance covered above 60% of the individual player’s maximum velocity attained during the SSG; this threshold was used in accordance with Harley et al., who suggest ‘speed zones’ should be normalized relative to the individual’s speed capabilities, especially in prepubertal soccer players. Data was included if the number of satellites exceeded 6 and there was a horizontal displacement of positioning (HDOP) that was less than 1.5. During data collection the number of satellites was 7 and HDOP was 1.02 which met these requirements.

In addition, the MinimaxX S4 contains a tri-axial piezoelectric linear accelerometer (Kionix: KXP94) sampling at a frequency of 100 Hz. PlayerLoad™ (anterior-posterior PlayerLoad, medial-lateral PlayerLoad and vertical PlayerLoad) was recorded using this accelerometer. PlayerLoad™ is expressed in arbitrary units and can be provided as an absolute or relative measure (au). Relative PlayerLoad™ (PlayerLoad™ per metre) was a ratio of PlayerLoad™ divided by total distance covered, this was used to account for inter-individual variation in distance covered within games. PlayerLoad™ (PL) alongside the locomotor activities was analysed using the Catapult software (Sprint 5. 9. 2, Catapult Sports, Melbourne, Australia).
Decision-making testing

Prior to the start of the decision-making test, all players were provided with standardised verbal instructions on the test film and were given the opportunity to ask any questions about what they were going to do. The players had been previously exposed to this test protocol in a pilot study to investigate if the testing procedures were appropriate. As a result, all players had previous experience of the testing protocol. The decision-making test was conducted prior to training a week before the possession SSG was performed. The first 4 clips of the filming were familiarisation clips and were not included in the data analysis. There were four sets of 7 clips, making a total of 28 clips. After each set, players were given 2 minutes rest before playing the next set of clips. At the start of each clip, the image was frozen with a team-mate in possession of the ball, the ball was then passed to the camera and at the point of receiving the ball, the image was occluded. At this point the players had 3 seconds to select an action from the following: pass left, pass right, pass centre, dribble, or shoot. The players’ score was derived from the number of correct actions they specified on their answer sheet. The correct actions had previously been decided by a panel of two qualified (UEFA - A licenced coaches) coaches.

Test film

This methodological approach was developed by two of the co-authors. Participants were presented with a video sequence involving dynamic, 5 vs 5 soccer situations filmed and viewed from the perspective of a central defender. The sequences were filmed on an indoor AstroTurf pitch, with a high definition digital video camera (Canon XH A1 s, Tokyo, Japan) positioned on a tripod at the halfway line. This filming perspective enabled the entire width of the pitch to be seen. A panel of two qualified coaches (UEFA. A licence coaches) determined that the contents of the video clips represented realistic patterns of play. The filming was conducted with adult skilled players in full kit, playing a 5 vs 3 (A goalkeeper was included in the opposition team, the goalkeeper from the filming team was not included and the perspective was of the 4th outfield player). The film clips were projected onto an interactive whiteboard 1.59m X 1.27m (Interactive Education Pro Digital Whiteboard) via a projector (Mitsubishi Electric projector XL6U 60Hz). Participants sat centrally to the screen evenly spaced apart so they could not see each other’s answers.

Physical testing

Physical testing was conducted two weeks after the SSG protocol, as part of the clubs periodic testing battery procedures, with all tests completed during one session lasting 90 min. Testing was completed at the same time of day as the SSG to control for circadian variation in performance. The testing was conducted on an indoor 3G artificial pitch to ensure weather conditions did not affect the testing battery. The players followed a standardised warm up lasting 15 minutes prior to testing. The players then performed the following tests in order: countermovement jump (CMJ) without the use of their arms, 10 and 30 m sprint.

Countermovement jump protocol

Lower body power was determined with a CMJ without the use of the arms. All the jumps were recorded using a jump mat (JumpMat, Perform Better, Warwick, UK). Each player had 3 attempts with 2 minutes recovery in between each attempt. The highest score was recorded and used for analysis.

The players performed the CMJ without the use of arms by standing on the jump mat placing their hands on their hips. Following a countdown, the players then went down as fast and as deep as felt natural to them and jumped up as high as possible, aiming to land in the same spot on the jump mat, with a cushioned landing.

Speed protocol

The players sprinting ability was measured using a maximal 30 m straight-line sprint with 10 m and 30 m split times. Infrared timing gates (Brower Timing System, Utah, USA) were placed (approximately) at hip height, at 0, 10, and 30 m. Players started in a standing position in a split stance, 1 m behind the first timing gate. Each player was instructed to run as fast as they could to a cone placed 5 m beyond the last timing gate. This was done to ensure the players were maximally sprinting when passing the last gate rather than decelerating. Each player performed 3 sprints with 2 minutes rest in-between each sprint. The fastest time was recorded and used for analysis.

Statistical analyses

Prior to conducting any statistical analyses, assumptions of normality were checked using the Shapiro-Wilk test and the data was confirmed to be normally distributed, therefore, paired sample t-tests were used to assess for differences between total distance covered (TDC), high speed running distance (HSRD), PlayerLoad™ and PlayerLoad™ per metre between the winning and losing teams for each match. No significant differences ($P > 0.05$) were found between the winning and losing teams for any of the time-motion variables in each game. Therefore, the individual players load per game was pooled to provide a total load for the entire SSG session (i.e. a load for all 6 games, per player). Pearson’s moment correlations were employed to examine the relationship between the decision-making test and GTSC, TP of the possession-based SSG’s, fitness test results, and the total load for all six games for each of the time-motion variables obtained from the possession-based SSG’s. Magnitudes for thresholds were set at 0.1 for small, 0.3 for moderate, 0.5 for large, 0.7 for very large and 0.9 for extremely large correlation coefficients. Statistical significance was set at $P <0.05$. All statistical analysis was performed in SPSS version 21 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL).

Results

Table 1 presents the (pooled) means and standard deviations of all variables with 95% confidence intervals.
**Technical evaluation**

Fig. 1 illustrates the results from the technical evaluations (GTSC) along with each individual total points (TP) for the six SSGs. There was a significant and very large relationship between TP and GTSC ($r = 0.784$, $P < 0.01$, $R^2 = 61\%$).

**Time-motion analysis**

Table 2 present the score and time motion analysis data for each team, for each game, across the six games, while Table 3 displays the cumulative load of the time-motion variables for all 6 SSG’s against the players GTSC and TP score.

Total distance covered was significantly and very largely correlated to GTSC ($r = 0.771$, $P < 0.01$, $R^2 = 59\%$). In addition, PlayerLoad™ was significantly and largely correlated to GTSC ($r = 0.669$, $P < 0.05$, $R^2 = 45\%$).

**Physical testing**

Table 3 presents players’ individual TP, GTSC, decision making scores and fitness testing scores. Countermovement jump was significantly and largely correlated with GTSC ($r = 0.745$, $P < 0.05$, $R^2 = 56\%$) and with TP ($r = 0.667$, $P < 0.05$, $R^2 = 44\%$).

**Decision-making testing**

The decision-making testing scores are presented in Table 3 alongside the GTSC and TP scores of the possession SSG, for

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Mean ± SD</th>
<th>95% Confidence Interval of the difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDC (m)</td>
<td>2143 ± 175</td>
<td>1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSRD (m)</td>
<td>106 ± 47</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PlayerLoad™ (Au)</td>
<td>339 ± 63</td>
<td>286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PlayerLoad™ per metre (Au)</td>
<td>0.95 ± 0.14</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coaches Game Technical Scoring Chart</td>
<td>131 ± 15</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>after 6 matches (GTSC) Possession SSG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total points after 6 matches (TP)</td>
<td>35 ± 9</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMJ (No Arms) (cm)</td>
<td>26.3 ± 3.5</td>
<td>23.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10m Speed (secs)</td>
<td>1.95 ± 0.07</td>
<td>1.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30m Speed (secs)</td>
<td>5.08 ± 0.16</td>
<td>4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision-Making Test Score</td>
<td>18 ± 6</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: TDC, Total Distance covered; HSRD, High speed running distance; CMJ, Countermovement Jump.
Table 2  Time motion characteristics across all 6 small-sided games.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Game 1</th>
<th>Game 2</th>
<th>Game 3</th>
<th>Game 4</th>
<th>Game 5</th>
<th>Game 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Match Score</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDC (m)</td>
<td>362 ± 35</td>
<td>398 ± 39</td>
<td>350 ± 34</td>
<td>347 ± 54</td>
<td>394 ± 47</td>
<td>371 ± 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSRD (m)</td>
<td>23 ± 10</td>
<td>21 ± 5</td>
<td>13 ± 7</td>
<td>30 ± 19</td>
<td>30 ± 28</td>
<td>18 ± 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PlayerLoadTM</td>
<td>53 ± 9</td>
<td>66 ± 13</td>
<td>48 ± 6</td>
<td>59 ± 13</td>
<td>64 ± 10</td>
<td>51 ± 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Au)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PlayerLoadTM</td>
<td>0.15 ± 0.03</td>
<td>0.17 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.14 ± 0.03</td>
<td>0.17 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.16 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.14 ± 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>per metre (Au)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: TDC, Total Distance covered; HSRD, High speed running distance.

Table 3  Individual scores for total points and game technical scoring chart against fitness testing, decision-making and time-motion data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Player (Position)</th>
<th>Total points after 6 matches (TP)</th>
<th>Coaches Game Technical Scoring Chart after 6 matches</th>
<th>Decision-Making Test Score CMJ (no Arms) (cm)</th>
<th>10m Sprint time (secs)</th>
<th>30m Sprint time (secs)</th>
<th>TDC (m)</th>
<th>HSRD (m)</th>
<th>PlayerLoadTM (Au)</th>
<th>PlayerLoadTM per metre (Au)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>26.2</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>5.37</td>
<td>1923</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>23.9</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>5.05</td>
<td>2117</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>25.1</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>5.11</td>
<td>1954</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>24.7</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>4.83</td>
<td>2122</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>25.8</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>5.13</td>
<td>2178</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>32.4</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>4.92</td>
<td>2143</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>30.6</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>5.08</td>
<td>2495</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>5.18</td>
<td>2213</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>370</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: TP = 4 points for a win, 2 points for a draw and 0 points for a defeat. Additionally each player gets one point per goal scored by the team regardless of result. TDC, Total Distance covered; HSRD, High speed running distance; CMJ, Countermovement Jump.
comparisons. Pearson’s correlation coefficient demonstrated there were no significant correlations between the decision-making test and GTSC and TP in the possession based SSG. Furthermore, there were no significant correlations between any of the time-motion variables in possession SSG’s and the decision-making score. There was, however, a significant and a very large inverse correlation between decision-making and countermovement jump performance \( (r = -0.737, P < 0.05, R^2 = 54\%) \) (Fig. 2).

**Discussion**

The main aim of this study was to assess if multiple, possession-based, small-sided games (SSGs) could act as a talent identification model. The main finding of this study was a significant (and large) relationship between GTSC and TP \( (r = 0.784, P < 0.01, R^2 = 61\%) \) (Fig. 1). As a result, current results suggest that possession based, SSGs could be used as a ecologically valid means to identify the talented players in cohorts of pre-pubertal youth soccer players. Furthermore, this study found that TDC was significantly and largely correlated to GTSC \( (r = 0.771, P < 0.01, R^2 = 59\%) \), and therefore demonstrates that the more talented players covered more distance than the less talented players during possession based SSGs. The second aim of this study was to discover if decision-making influenced success in multiple SSG’s, however, results suggest that decision-making ability did not seem to affect success in a possession-based SSGs, nor did it have any correlation with coaches’ player ratings, using the GTSC, during the possession-based SSG’s. Decision-making, however, was found to be inversely correlated to countermovement jumping \( (r = -0.737, P < 0.05, R^2 = 54\%) \) (Fig. 2).

Results revealed that the more talented players, as identified by qualified coaches, also appear to be more successful during possession-based SSGs, as coaches’ player ratings (GTSC) were found to be significantly correlated with TP \( (r = 0.784, P < 0.01, R^2 = 61\%) \). This finding is in line with previous literature that has employed the GTSC to rate youth players’ performance during SSGs. Specifically, Fenner et al.\(^5\) found more talented players, as identified by qualified coaches using the GTSC, were also shown to be more successful than their counterparts during multiple goal scoring orientated SSG’s \( (r = 0.758, P < 0.001) \). The present data suggests that the talented players, as identified by the GTSC, retained possession more frequently and for longer durations, as those players gained more TP, therefore, indicating that they were part of a team that consistently passed and maintained possession of the ball, in comparison to their less talented peers. In soccer, the ability to retain possession of the ball enables teams to control the structure and tempo of the game.\(^6\) This retention of the ball, therefore, indicates the more successful players (and therefore teams) can retain possession more frequently and for longer periods of time during match play. This finding is commensurate with senior elite level soccer match-play, as successful English Premier League teams typically display longer periods of possession when compared to unsuccessful teams.\(^6\) Moreover, the use of SSGs, with small team numbers is likely to result in an increase in possession and ball contacts, thus
exacerbating these key characteristics of successful (or talented) performance and allowing the more talented players to be easily identifiable.3

In contrast to the GTSC data, the time-motion characteristics demonstrated that there were no physical differences between the winning and losing teams. A possible explanation for this is that the small field dimensions did not allow for greater differences between the two teams’ movement patterns. The results, however, did reveal that the more talented players covered larger distances than the less talented, as TDC was largely and significantly correlated to GTSC ($r = 0.771, P < 0.01, R^2 = 59$%). This could be due to the talented players working hard when out of possession to regain possession or possibly the talented players creating space more often and consistently when in possession to receive a pass. A further time-motion characteristic that influenced coaches’ ratings of players, was PlayerLoadTM, as it is was found to be largely and significantly correlated to GTSC ($r = 0.669, P < 0.05, R^2 = 45$%). This finding is unlikely previous research,5 in which PlayerLoadTM did not correlate to either GTSC or TP in a goal-based SSG design. This may be in part due to the difference in the design and purpose of the SSGs between the two studies (i.e. traditional goal-based SSG vs. possession-based SSG). Nevertheless, the present study may indicate that the more talented players performed more frequent changes of direction, as their PlayerLoadTM was shown to be higher than the less talented players. Playing against quality opposition is often associated with lower ball possession,17 therefore, it was hypothesised that the less talented players would cover greater total and high intensity running distances in order to regain possession. The results from the present study demonstrated that this was not the case, as talented players covered more distance. Bradley et al.,8 however, found that teams with a higher percentage of ball possession covered the same distance as low percentage ball possession teams in both total and high-speed distances in the English Premier League with senior men players. Bradley et al.9 concluded that the percentage of ball possession does not affect overall activity profiles of a team at elite adult level. While discrepancies exist when comparing adult data with pre-pubertal data, in light of the lack of youth data, current results suggest that possession can affect the activity profile of highly-trained pre-pubertal players, with the more talented individuals covering greater distances and changing direction more frequently. As such, time-motion characteristics which may not be deemed to be distinguishable metrics of elite level senior players, may be valuable metrics in the identification of talented pre-pubertal youth soccer players, particularly during competitive possession-based SSGs.

A variety of physical and physiological characteristics are deemed essential for success in soccer, including: aerobic and anaerobic endurance, speed, agility and power.1 Current results revealed a significant relationship between CMJ and GTSC ($r = 0.745, P < 0.05, R^2 = 56$%), and CMJ and TP ($r = 0.669, P < 0.05, R^2 = 45$%). These findings suggest that lower-limb power capabilities (CMJ) are advantageous to soccer-specific activities during possession-based SSGs. This is in line with previous literature, that found that (future) drafted players were significantly outperformed (future) non-drafted players during CMJ assessments undertaken at 14 years old (drafted: 35.8 ± 5.5 vs. non-drafted: 34.1 ± 5.5 cm, $P<0.05$).18 Countermovement jumping ability is a fundamental skill and its mastery underpins key performance elements associated with soccer match-play, with increases in jump height being related to changes in anthropometry, muscle strength and in the movement pattern of the jump itself.19 The players within the current cohort were in the same pubertal stage, therefore the potentially confounding effect of biological maturity on strength and power, and ultimately performance during match-play is largely minimised. Consequently, it is possible that the difference in CMJ jump height was due to a greater proficiency in the jumping movement pattern. Williams et al.20 argues that whilst jumping tests are considered the outcome measure, a criticism of these tests is that they do not assess the motor competence, and therefore, there is no way of identifying if there has been any task compensation occurring, resulting in a lower CMJ jump height. Vandrepo et al.21 found that a generalised motor control test (Körperkoordinations test für Kinder) was able to distinguish between elite and sub-elite gymnasts, and predicted results of the top gymnasts in competition two years later. The role of motor control in talent identification may increase as the Körperkoordinations test für Kinder test measured general-traits underlying a wide variety of skills, which was sensitive enough to give an indication about the potential to develop and future performance, rather than current performance.21 Therefore, the more talented players in the current study could jump higher, however not because they were biologically more mature or physically more powerful, but possibly due to being more skilled at motor control movement patterns. This advantage may extend to both their movement efficiency (i.e. change of direction) and the technical skills they demonstrated during the possession based SSGs which allowed them to be identified as the talented players. Consequently, future research should seek to examine and explore methods in which pre-pubertal soccer players’ motor control can be examined, in conjunction with CMJ performance.

No significant correlations were reported between decision-making ability and success during possession based SSGs, demonstrating that talented players that have been identified via successful performances in SSG’s achieved this status without superior decision-making ability. These findings agree with previous literature,15 which found no difference between the results of international and national youth players in a decision-making test. These tests or measures, however, may not be sensitive enough to discriminate between players who are relatively close together on the skill continuum.12 A possible explanation for not finding a correlation between TP and the decision making test is that a player may not be an exceptional decision-maker, but may be able to compensate by being quick or agile or by developing excellent movement and/or technical skills.22 Although, a significant and large inverse correlation between decision-making ability and countermovement jump ($r = 0.737, P < 0.05, R^2 = 54$%) was reported in the current study (Fig. 2). This finding may suggest that the less powerful players were better at decision making, therefore, those players may have compensated for a reduced level of lower-body physicality (and motor control) by developing better decision-making skills, in comparison to their teammates. While decision-making ability is an important component of expert
performance, it would be incorrect to assume that all talented players are good decision-makers. A characteristic of team sports is that deficiencies in some components of performances may be addressed by strengths in other components; therefore, in the present study it is possible to speculate that the pre-pubertal players compensated poor power output with improved decision-making ability.

It is acknowledged that this study was a preliminary investigation into possession based SSGs as a tool for talent identification, resulting in a small sample size (Power ($\beta$) = 54.4%). Therefore, further investigation, with a larger sample size is required to examine the potential of possession based SSG’s as a talent identification model. Furthermore, the current study did not assess player’s decision-making ability during any state of fatigue, in which the players would experience when competing and making decision in the SSG’s. McMorriss et al. investigated the decision-making performance of experienced soccer players at three intensities, rest, 70% maximal power output and 100% maximal power output. The investigation showed that experienced players decision making accuracy was unaffected by exercise intensity, and speed of accuracy improved between rest and 70% of maximal power output, indicating that experienced players are consistent decision makers regardless of their fatigue levels. This could have been an environment in which the more talented players may have shown their superior decision-making ability, as they may have been able to consistently select the right decision, during soccer-specific activities and while fatigued. As a result, research examining decision-making within a talent identification model may need to consider decision-making ability in relation to fatigue, to fully assess a player’s competitive match potential. Finally, the decision-making test only measures one mechanism, and does not take into consideration players’ perception, action or speed of response. All of these mechanisms may aid in the discrimination of high and low performers, particularly speed of response as this has been found to discriminate between expert and novice soccer players and should therefore be considered in the development of any talent identification models.

Conclusion
This study aimed to firstly, evaluate if possession style SSG could act as a talent identification model with pre-pubertal players. Secondly, to determine if decision making skills, physical attributes, and time-motion characteristics correlated to success in a possession SSG. Our results demonstrate that the more talented players, as identified by qualified coaches, were also the most successful players in the possession SSG, irrespective of their team combination. The talented players covered a greater total distance during the possession SSG and also attained the highest height in a jump test, possibly due to the higher level of proficiency in motor control movement patterns. The present preliminary investigation did not find any correlation between success in possession SSG and decision-making ability. This study did find that players potentially compensate for a lack of power, with improved decision-making ability, to enable them to succeed in SSG performance, as CMJ was inversely and significantly correlated to decision-making. Possession SSG’s have the potential to be used within a real-world task, talent identification model as they are an environment in which talented players are easily identified, simply by their success in the SSG format.
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